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ON THE SHRINKABILITY OF DECOMPOSITIONS

OF 3-MANIFOLDSO)

BY

WILLIAM L. VOXMAN

Abstract. An upper semicontinuous decomposition G of a metric space M is said

to be shrinkable in case for each covering "ll of the union of the nondegenerate ele-

ments, for each e > 0, and for an arbitrary homeomorphism h from M onto M, there

exists a homeomorphism / from M onto itself such that

(1) if xeM-(\J{U: Ue<%}),thenf<x) = h(x),

(2) for each g e G, (a) diam/[#•]<£ and (b) there exists DeW such that h[D]

=*{«■] U fig].
Our main result is that if G is a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold M, then

MjG = M if and only if G is shrinkable. We also define concepts of local and weak

shrinkability, and we show the equivalence of the various types of shrinkability for

certain cellular decompositions. Some applications of these notions are given, and

extensions of theorems of Bing and Price are proved.

1. Introduction. In [3] Armentrout proved the following theorem: Let G be a

cellular O-dimensional upper semicontinuous decomposition of E3. Then E3/G is

homeomorphic to E3 if and only if G is weakly shrinkable (definition below). In

this same paper he also raised the question as to whether a suitable definition of

shrinkability could be found such that the following theorem is true : Suppose G

is a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold, M. Then M/G is homeomorphic to M

if and only if G is shrinkable. By using a slightly modified version of a shrinkability

definition due to McAuley [10], we obtain in §3 one solution to Armentrout's

query.

§4 is devoted to an apparently weaker form of shrinkability. In the case of

O-dimensional decompositions of «-manifolds, the two notions of shrinkability

are found to coincide, and this leads to the extension of a certain well-known

result of Bing on the shrinkability of decompositions of E3.

A local shrinkability criterion is investigated in §5, and its equivalence under

certain conditions to the "global" versions mentioned above is demonstrated.

2. Notation and definitions. Let G be an upper semicontinuous decomposition

(henceforth, referred to simply as a decomposition) of a space X. Then the decom-
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position space associated with G will be denoted by X/G, the natural projection

mapping from X onto X/G by P, and Ha will denote the collection of nondegenerate

elements of G. An open set, U, in X will be said to be saturated with respect to G

(or simply saturated whenever the context is clear) in case U=P~1[P[U]].

An n-manifold is a separable metric space with the property that each point

has a neighborhood which is an «-cell. If M is an «-manifold, a point p of M is an

interior point of M if and only if p has an open neighborhood in M which is an

open «-cell. The interior of M is the set of all interior points and the boundary of M

is M— interior M. It should perhaps be noted that an «-manifold as defined in

this paper is referred to as an «-manifold with boundary in the papers of Bing and

Armentrout.

Suppose that M is an «-manifold. G is said to be a monotone decomposition oî M

in case each element of G is compact and connected. Furthermore, we require

that each nondegenerate element of G lie in the interior of M. A subset K of M

is said to be cellular in case there exists a sequence Cu C2,... of «-cells in M such

that C¡<= interior Q-i, and P|i"=i C¡ = K. Cellular subsets of a manifold must then

lie in the interor of the manifold. A decomposition of an «-manifold is said to be

cellular in case each nondegenerate element is cellular.

If M is a manifold, by a triangulation of M is meant a simplicial complex, T,

such that (1) M=\J {a : aeT} and (2) T is locally finite in the sense that each

point of M has a neighborhood which intersects only finitely many sets of T.

A subdivision of a triangulation, T, is a triangulation, S, of the simplicial complex,

T, for which each simplex of S is contained in a simplex of T.

If T is a triangulation of M, and a is a simplex of T, then

N(a, T) = (J {a   : a' G T and a n a' ¿ 0},

0(c, T) = N(a, T)-\J K : a' n o = 0}.

Clearly O(o, T)^N(a, T), and O(o, T) is an open set.

If C is a collection of subsets of a topological space, then C* will denote

(J {c : c e C}. If M is a set Cl M denotes the closure of M, Int M denotes the

topological interior of M, and Bd M denotes the topological boundary of M.

If e is a positive number and A is a subset of a metric space, then S(A, e) denotes

the e-neighborhood of A.

3. Shrinkability. A decomposition, G, of a metric space, M, will be said to be

weakly shrinkable in case for each open set, U, containing H*, and each positive

number e, there is a homeomorphism, h, from M onto M such that (1) if g e Ha,

then diam«[g]<e, and (2) if xeM—U, then h(x) = x. A decomposition, G, is

said to have a O-dimensional set of nondegenerate elements in case /■[//*] is 0-

dimensional. In [6], Bing proved one of the most useful theorems concerning weakly

shrinkable monotone decompositions of E3 with O-dimensional sets of non-

degenerate elements : If G is a monotone decomposition of E3 such that P[H§]
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is O-dimensional and G is weakly shrinkable, then E3/G is homeomorphic to E3.

We shall extend this result to O-dimensional decompositions of «-manifolds.

The following partial converse to the above theorem of Bing is due to Armen-

trout [3] : If G is a cellular decomposition of E3 such that P[H*] is O-dimensional

and E3jG is homeomorphic to E3, then G is weakly shrinkable. We note that the

O-dimensional restriction is not needed in order that the result hold, and, further-

more, that E3 may be replaced by an arbitrary 3-manifold.

A decomposition, G, of a metric space, M, is said to be shrinkable in case for

each covering °l/. of H* by saturated open sets of M, for each e > 0, and for an

arbitrary homeomorphism, «, from M onto M, there exists a homeomorphism,/

from M onto itself such that

(1) if x e M-<®*, tlien f(x)=h(x),

(2) for each geG, (a) diam/[g]<£ and (b) there exists  De°U such that

«[/)p«[g] u/[g].

Theorem 0 (McAuley [10]). If G is a decomposition of a complete metric space,

M, such that G is shrinkable and M is locally compact, then M¡G is homeomorphic

to M.

It should be noted that in McAuley's definition of shrinkability [10], part (2)

of our definition becomes for each g e Ha, etc. Theorem 0 is also valid when

shrinkability is so defined.

Theorem 1. Suppose G is a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold, M. Then

MIG is homeomorphic to M if and only if G is shrinkable.

Proof. If G is shrinkable, then MjG is homeomorphic to M by the above

theorem of McAuley. Suppose now that M/G is homeomorphic to M. Thé proofs

of the first two lemmas stated below are essentially based on a "projection approxi-

mation" result of Armentrout. Armentrout showed in [4], that if G is a cellular

decomposition of a 3-manifold, M, such that M/G is homeomorphic to M, then

there exist homeomorphisms from M onto MjG arbitrarily close to the projection

map. Lemma 1.1 follows directly from Armentrout's construction of these approxi-

mating homeomorphisms.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose G is a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold, M, such that

M/G is homeomorphic to M. Let U be an open set containing H*. Let T be a tri-

angulation of M ¡G. Let f be a positive real valued continuous function defined on M.

Then there exists a homeomorphism, h,from M onto MjG such that

(1) d(P(x), h(x))úf(x),for each xeM,

(2)P(x) = h(x),ifxeM-U,

(3) r'Hci-'^, T)],for eachaeT.

The proof of the next lemma is almost identical to Price's proof of the principal

theorem of [12], and is omitted here.
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Lemma 1.2. Let G be a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold, M, such that M

is homeomorphic to M/G. Then G is weakly shrinkable.

Techniques found in Borsuk [8] may be used to establish Lemam 1.3.

Lemma 1.3. Suppose °ll is an open covering of a 3-manifold, M. Then there exists

a triangulation, T, of M with the property that for each simplex a e T, there is a set

Ue<% such that N(o,T)^U.

We first show that if M and M/G are homeomorphic, then a slightly weakened

version of shrinkability is obtained. In the following lemma the arbitrary homeo-

morphism, «, of the definition of shrinkability is replaced by the identity homeo-

morphism. In the proof of Lemma 1.4 we shall use notation consistent with that

of Price [12], and the reader may fill in details of the argument by referring to that

paper.

Lemma 1.4. Suppose G is a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold, M, such that

M/G is homeomorphic to M. Let <% be a covering of H* by saturated open sets of M

and suppose e>0. Then there exists a homeomorphism, / from M onto itself such

that

(1) f(x) = x,ifxeM-úU*,

(2) for each ge G (a) diam/[g]<e and (b) there exists De1?/ such that D=>g

vf[g]-

Proof. By Lemma 1.2, G is weakly shrinkable, and, thus, we essentially need to

find a homeomorphism which shrinks the nondegenerate elements of G, but does

not move them too far. Consider the collection {P[U] : Ue<%). Since M/G is a

metric space, there exists a locally finite refinement, 2£, of this collection covering

P[H$]. \jttiT={p-1[Z]:Ze%}. Then it is easily seen that HT is a locally finite

refinement of °U which covers H* and consists of saturated open sets.

Since 2£* is an open subset of M/G, it is a 3-manifold, and, hence, by Lemma

1.3 there exists a triangulation, T, of S* with the property that for each simplex

a of T, there is a set Ze S£N(o, T)<=Z. Armentrout has shown in [2] that if*

and P[W*] = 2£* are homeomorphic, and it follows from his work in this paper

that there exists a homeomorphism, «0, from M/G onto M such that

(1) for each a e T, A0Hci>->[O(a, T)],

(2) for x e M-W*, ha\x)=P(x).

Suppose je e W*. Then P(x) e a, for some a eT, and 0(a, T) is contained in

some set Ze2£. Since h0P(x) e p-1[0(a, T)], it is true that h0P(x) and x will both

\k in P-^Z] elf.

We now define a positive valued lower semicontinuous function on IV*. Let

x g W*, and let Wf, W$,..., W£ be those and only those sets of if which con-

tain both x and h0P(x). Define

Rx = {R : R is open in M/G, P(x) e R, and h0[R] is contained in W?,

for some i = 1,2,..., m}.
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Let eR = d(P(x), M/G — R), and let ex = sup {eR : Re Rx}. Define a function, f, on

#"* by r(x) = eJ2. Since «0 and h0P are both continuous, a straightforward argu-

ment by contradiction will show that r is a positive valued lower semicontinuous

function. Let r(x) = min {r(x), d(x, M—W*)} for each x e iT*. Then r is also lower

semicontinuous and positive, and, hence, there exists a continuous real valued

function, h, defined on W* such that 0 < « < r. We extend « to all of M by setting

h(x) = 0, ifxeM-W*.

Let Ti_ be a subdivision of T such that if o- e T1; then diam h0[a] < e/5. Let «i

be a homeomorphism from M/G onto M such that

(1) d(P(x), h:\x))^h(x), for each xeM,

(2) «iM^P-^Otcr, lÙl for each aeTx.

Let f=hQhî1. It then follows as in the proof of Lemma 1.2 (Price, [12]) that/

will shrink the nondegenerate elements of G to the required size. We now show that

for each g e G and lying in <W* there exists a set D e °U, such that g u/[g]c£>.

This is trivially true if g does not lie in iV* since in this case «0«í *[g] =g.

Suppose g e G and g^ ITf n W2 n ■ ■ ■ n W£, where xeg and W* is as

defined previously. Then h{1[g]'=S(P(x),ex/2). But S(P(x), ex/2) is contained in

at least one set R e Rx, and h0[R] lies in H7* for some /= 1,2,.. .,m. Therefore,

g u «o«r1[g]c: W*, and, of course, there exists a set D e °U, such that Wf^D.

To conclude the proof of Lemma 1.4 we need only note that if x e M — iT*, then

f(x) = h0hí\x) = x, since outside of iV*, h0~1(x) = h{1(x)=P(x).

We now consider the general case where « is an arbitrary homeomorphism

mapping M onto itself, 4äf is a saturated open cover of //*, and e>0 is given.

We form a decomposition of h[M] = M whose elements are of the form h[g],

for g eG. The resulting decomposition space is homeomorphic to M/G and, hence,

to M. Therefore, by the previous lemma we may obtain a homeomorphism, /

from h[M] onto itself such that

(1) fh(x) = h(x), if xeM-®*,

(2) diam/[«[g]] < e, for each g e Ha,

(3) there exists a set D e % such that «[/)] ^/«[g] u h[g].

The shrinking homeomorphism will then be/«, and Theorem 1 is proved.

4. Weakly shrinkable decompositions. The following question is of considerable

interest: Suppose G is a monotone decomposition of E3 such that (1) E3/G is

homeomorphic to E3, and (2) P[Hg] is O-dimensional. Does it follow that each

element of G is cellular? Some partial answers have been obtained—see, for

example, Martin [11] or Kwun [9]. We show in Lemma 2.4 that if G is a shrinkable

decomposition of an «-manifold, then each nondegenerate element of G is cellular.

Lemma 2.5 notes that for O-dimensional decompositions of a manifold the notions

of weakly shrinkable and shrinkable coincide. We shall always assume for de-

compositions of «-manifolds that no nondegenerate element of the decomposition

intersects the boundary of the manifold.
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Theorem 2. Suppose G is a decomposition of an n-manifold, M, into compact sets.

Furthermore, assume that G is weakly shrinkable and P[H*] is O-dimensional.

Then (1) G is cellular, and (2) M/G is homeomorphic to M.

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a monotone decomposition of an n-manifold M, such that

P[H*] is O-dimensional. Then the following two statements are equivalent:

(1) If U is any open set containing Hg and e is any positive number, then there

exists a homeomorphism, h,from M onto M such that (a)ifxeM— U, h(x)=x, and

(b) if g g HG, diam h[g] < t.

(2) If U is any open set containing //*, e is any positive number, and f is any

homeomorphism from M onto M, then there exists a homeomorphism, «, from M

onto M such that (a) if x e M— U, h(x) =f(x), and (b) if g e Ha, diam h[g] < e.

Proof. In [1], Armentrout has proved this lemma for M=En. With obvious

small changes, a similar proof holds for arbitrary «-manifolds.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose G is a monotone decomposition of an n-manifold, M, such

that P[H*] is O-dimensional. Let °li be an open covering in M of H* such that each

set of °ll is bounded and saturated.

Then there exists an open covering, "f, in M of Hg such that

(1) the sets of'f are mutually disjoint,

(2) each set of "f lies in some set of <%,

(3) ifVe-T, then (Bd V) n H%= 0,

(4) if h is a homeomorphism from M onto M with the property that for each

Ve-r and each x e Bd V, h(x) = x, then for each V g "T, h[V] = V.

Proof. Armentrout has shown in [1] that there exists an open covering, if, in

M of Hg which satisfies properties (1), (2), and (3). For each Weif, let CWl,

CW2,... be the components of W. Then for each CWt, let VWi = CWi — {pWi}, where

pw¡ is a point lying in CWt — //*. "f is then defined to be the covering of H% con-

sisting of all the sets, Vw¡, for Weif.

Suppose « is a homeomorphism from M onto M which leaves the boundary of

each V e"f pointwise fixed. Let V= VWl be a member of "f. Then V is connected,

and, hence, either h[V]=V or h[V] n V= 0. But h(pw)=pWi, and the desired

conclusion follows.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose G is a O-dimensional decomposition of an n-manifold, M,

into compact sets. If G is weakly shrinkable, then G is monotone.

Proof. Suppose g' e Ha and g' is not connected. Let Ci and C2 be two distinct

components of g'. Since M is locally connected, we may obtain two connected

open sets, U¡. and U2, containing respectively C1 and C2 such that

(1) d(C\U1, ClU2) = r>0,

(2) (Bd Ut) n H$ = 0, for i=l,2,
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(3) if « is a homeomorphism from M onto M such that for each xeBd Ux

u Bd U2, h(x) = x, then h[U¡]= U¡, for /= 1, 2 (see the proof of Lemma 2.2).

Let U3 = M—(Cl Ux u Cl U2). Since G is weakly shrinkable, there exists a

homeomorphism, h, from M onto M such that

(1) if ge//G, then diam«[g]<r,

(2) if x e M-(U1 u C/2 u U3), then h(x) = x.

Since «[t/i^C/j and h[U2]=U2, it is clear that diam«[g']>r, an impossibility.

Lemma 2.4. Let G be a shrinkable decomposition of an n-manifold, M, into com-

pact sets. Then G is cellular.

Proof. Let g e Ha. Let W be any saturated open set which lies in the interior of

M and contains g. We shall find an «-cell, C, such that gcInt C<=C<= W. Let V

be an open set with compact closure such that g<= V^C\ Kc W. We cover Cl V

with a finite number of «-cells, C1; C2,...,Cm where Ct<= W, for each i. We now

cover Hg with saturated open sets in the following manner. First choose Ug

such that g^Ug^V. If g'^g, choose £/,. such that g,c=Ug, and g n UQ.= 0.

Furthermore, the C/'s are chosen such that if g'<= \V, then t/,^ IT, and if g' n IT

= 0, then LV n ((jP=i C¡)= 0.

Let 8 be a positive number such that if A c K and diam ,4 < 8, then for some i,

A<=C¡. Since G is shrinkable, there exists a homeomorphism, «, from M onto

itself such that for each g' e Ha, diam «[g'] < 8. Furthermore, it must be the case

that A[g]<= Ug, since Ug is the only element of the cover containing g. «[g] lies in

some Ci, say Cx. Let C=«-1[Ci]. Since whenever g' n IT= 0, Ug- n Cx= 0, and

if xe M—{Jg<eIÍG Ug-, h(x) — x, it follows that C<= IT. It is now easy to construct a

decreasing sequence of «-cells whose intersection is g.

Lemma 2.5. Suppose G is a O-dimensional decomposition of an n-manifold, M,

into compact sets. Then G is weakly shrinkable if and only if G is shrinkable.

Proof. Clearly, if G is shrinkable, then G is weakly shrinkable. Suppose now

that G is weakly shrinkable and, hence, by Lemma 2.3, monotone. Let « be a

homeomorphism from M onto itself, % a saturated open cover of Hg, and £>0.

Let "V be a refinement of Ql satisfying all the conclusions of Lemma 2.2. Since G

is weakly shrinkable, we may obtain (using Lemma 2.1) a homeomorphism,/

from M onto itself such that

(1) for each g e Ha, diam/[g] < e,

(2) ifxeM- r*, then/(x) = A(x).

Suppose g eG. We must show that f[g] u h[g] C«[TJ], for some set Ce*.

g lies in some set Ve'f. Consider the space homeomorphism, A-1/. This homeo-

morphism is the identity on Bd V, and, thus, by Lemma 2.2, h~xf\V\=V or

f[V] = h[V]. Therefore,/[g] u h[g]<= h[V]<= h[D], for some De<%, which completes

the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 2. G is cellular by Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.4. Since by

Lemma 2.5, G is shrinkable, it follows from Theorem 0 that M/G is homeomorphic

to M.

Theorem 3. Let G be a O-dimensional cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold,

M, such that M/G is homeomorphic to M. Let W be a saturated open subset of M.

Let G' be the decomposition of M where HG={g e Ha : g n W= 0). Then M/G'

is homeomorphic to M.

Lemma 3.1 (Armentrout [1]). Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 we may assume

that f has the following additional property:

If for each V e "f,fv is a homeomorphism from M onto itself such that for xe M

— V,fv(x) = x, then the function, / defined as follows is a homeomorphism

(1) ifxeV,thenf(x)=fv(x),

(2) ifxeM-f*, thenf(x) = x.

Proof of Theorem 3. We show that G' is weakly shrinkable. Let e>0, and sup-

pose H* is contained in an open set, U. Let Vbe an open set such that (1) H*<^ V

<=i/and(2) Kis saturated with respect to G. Then the sets Kand W form a saturated

open covering of //*. Let S be a refinement of this cover which satisfies all the

conclusions of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.1.

Since G is weakly shrinkable (Lemma 1.2), there exists a homeomorphism, h,

from M onto M such that

(1) for each g e HG, diam h[g] < e,

(2) iixeM-&*,h(x) = x,

(3) if Z e &, h[Z]=Z.

Let Ê = {Z e % : there exists g e HG. such that gcZ}. Note that Ê*^ Kc [/.

Define a function, h, by

(1) iîxeÊ*,h(x) = h(x),

(2) h(x) = x, otherwise.

By Lemma 3.1, ft is a homeomorphism, and it is not difficult to verify that h

shrinks elements of HG. to a diameter of less than e and is the identity outside of U.

Corollary 3.1. Let G be a O-dimensional cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold,

M, such that M/G is homeomorphic to M. Suppose G' is a decomposition of M such

that (1) HG^HG and (2) H'§. is closed in M. Then M/G' is homeomorphic to M.

Corollary 3.2. Let G be a O-dimensional cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold,

M, such that M/G is homeomorphic to M. Let 8 be a positive number. Let G' be the

decomposition of M where HG={g e HG : diam g S S}. Then M ¡G' is homeomorphic

to M.

5. Locally shrinkable decompositions. A potentially useful plan of attack for

determining the nature of a decomposition space is to consider local properties of

the decomposition. In general, however, simple consideration of the nature of the
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nondegenerate elements does not prove to be of much benefit. For instance,

Bing [7] has shown that there exists a countable collection of cellular continua

in E3 such that the resulting decomposition space is not E3. In addition, Bing [5]

has exhibited an uncountable collection of tame arcs in E3 such that the associated

decomposition fails to be E3. If we consider, however, the manner in which the

elements "fit together" as well as their particular characteristics (cellularity,

ANR, etc.) various results may be obtained. For example, Price [13] has proved

this theorem:

Let G be a O-dimensional monotone decomposition of En. Assume that for each

g e Ha, there exists a sequence {Bf} of n-cells such that for each positive integer i,

(1) 5f+icInt Bf, (2) nr=i Bf=g, and (3) (Bd Bf) n //,?= 0. Then En/G is homeo-
morphic to En.

We obtain a somewhat stronger result if H* is a G6 set and the decomposition

satisfies the following local shrinkability condition. Suppose G is a O-dimensional

of a metric space, M. Then G is said to be locally shrinkable in case for each g e G,

and for each open set, U, containing g, there exists an open set, Ug, such that

(1)      gC   Ug^   U,

(2) (Bd£/g)n//*=0,

(3) if A" is a compact set, g<=K^Ug, and £>0, then there exists a homeo-

morphism, h, from M onto itself such that (a) for each g' e Ha which intersects K,

diam A[g'] < e, (b) if x e M— Ug, h(x) = x.

Theorem 4. Let G be a O-dimensional monotone decomposition of an n-manifold,

M, such that H$ is a G6. Then G is locally shrinkable if and only if G is weakly

shrinkable.

Lemma 4.1. Let G be a O-dimensional monotone decomposition of an n-manifold,

M. Suppose C is a compact set contained in a saturated open set, U. Then there

exists an open set, V, with compact closure such that C<= K<= Cl K<= U and (Bd V)

n //¿j==0.

Lemma 4.2 (Bing and McAuley [10]). Suppose that M is a metric space. Further-

more, {/} is a sequence of homeomorphisms from M onto M and{U^ is a sequence of

open sets such that

(1) Ui^C\Ui + 1,

(2) /=/-i on M—U, wheref0 is the identity map,

(3)f]r=iUi=0,
(4) for p in M, Ur=i/_1(p) »'es in a compact subset of M.

Then Limit f=fis a homeomorphism from M onto M.

Proof of Theorem 4. First, suppose that G is weakly shrinkable. Let ge Ha and

suppose g is contained in an open set, U. Let Ug be an open set containing g such

that (Bd Ug) c\H%=0 and Ugc U. Cover H% as follows. If g' e Ha and g' n Ug
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= 0, then choose Ug- such that Ug. n Ug=0. If g'e HG and g'<=Ug choose

J79'= Ug. Let ^ be a refinement of this cover which satisfies all of the conclusions

of Lemma 2.2. If e>0, there exists a homeomorphism, «, which shrinks the non-

degenerate elements to a diameter less than e and is the identity outside of if*.

Let h be a homeomorphism from M onto M which is equal to h on Ug and to the

identity otherwise. The conditions of local shrinkability are now easily seen to be

satisfied.

Suppose that G is locally shrinkable. We shall divide the remainder of the proof

into two parts. In Part 1, we show the equivalence (under the hypotheses of

Theorem 4) of local shrinkability and a condition which we designate as Property S,

and in Part 2 we prove that Property S will imply weak shrinkability. Suppose G

is a O-dimensional monotone decomposition of an «-manifold, M. Then G is said

to satisfy Property S in case for each saturated compact set, K, contained in a

saturated open set, U, and for e>0, there exists a space homeomorphism, «

(dependent on K, U, and e) which shrinks the nondegenerate elements lying in K

to diameter less than e, and is the identity outside of U.

Part 1. Clearly Property S implies local shrinkability. We are assuming that

H* is a G6. Hence, let Du D2,... be a sequence of open sets such that A-3 A + i

and f)¡°= i A = H*- Suppose K is a saturated compact set contained in a saturated

open set, U, and let e be a positive number. Let Bx = (U {ge HG : diam g te}) n K.

For each gcA let Ug be an open set which satisfies the local shrinkability condition

and is contained in U n Dv The collection {Ug : g^AJ is then an open cover

of the compact set, Bx. Select a minimal subcover, U1U U12,..., Ulni, of this

collection, where Uu denotes USu.

Let A11 = B1 n U1X. Then AX1 is a compact set containing gxi and lying in Uu.

Hence, there exists a homeomorphism, «1:, from M onto itself such that for

g' e HG and g'^Au, diam «n[g']<e, and for x e M— U1U hxl(x)=x. «X1 is uni-

formly continuous, and, thus corresponding to e, there exists Sn>0, such that if

F is a subset of M with diameter less than S11; then diam h1±[F] < e.

Let A12 = B1 n U12. Then A12 is a compact set containing g12 and lying in U12.

Hence, there exists a space homeomorphism, «12, suchthat for g'<^A12, diam h12[g']

< 8X1, and if x e M— U12, h12(x) = x. h12 is uniformly continuous, and thus corre-

sponding to 8n, there exists a positive number, S12, such that if Fis a subset of M

with diameter less than 812, then diam h12[F\< 81X. Continuing this procedure,

we obtain a space homeomorphism, «1 = «11«12- ■ -«lni, where if g/<=U?¿i ^iy>

then diam «i[g']<e and if x e M-lJyii Uu, h(x)=x. Let U1={J%1 U1}.

In general, we let Bm = (\J {g : diam «m-i[g]^e}) n K. Note that Bm is compact,

-ßm^^m-i» and 5„n5,_1=0. If g^Bm, let C/B be an open set containing g

such that

(1) Ug satisfies the local shrinkability condition,

(2) C\Ug^Um^nDm,

(3) (Cli/9)nJSm_1 = 0.
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Let Uml, Um2,..., Umnm be a minimal cover of Bm by sets from the collection

{Ug : gc=Bn}, where Umi=USml.

For i=l, 2,..., «„let Cmi = (\j {ge HG : diamg^ \/m}) n i/mi. (For w= 1, Clf

is simply B± n (7^.) Let Ami = (Bm n Í7mi) u Cmi. A procedure similar to that em-

ployed in finding Ai may be followed to obtain a space homeomorphism, hm,

which shrinks nondegenerate elements in (J"2i -4my to a diameter less than e, and

is equal to Am_! outside of IJ?2i Í4./- Let t/m = U?2i #*/•

We thus form a sequence, {t/¡}, of open sets and a sequence, {AJ, of space homeo-

morphisms which satisfy hypotheses (1), (2), (4) of Lemma 4.2. Let A = Limit A¡.

In order to see that (3) of the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2 is also satisfied, we observe

the following. We have that f"V°=i E^Of-i A = //*- Since for each i, (Bd Ut)

C\H*=0, it follows that if (~]t°=i U¡j^0, the intersection could only contain

nondegenerate elements of the decomposition. Suppose g is one such element.

There exists a positive integer, i, such that diam g > 1/i. Then, for some/= 1,2,...,

«¡, g will be contained in Atj, and, hence, g will not be contained in Ui + 1, a contra-

diction. Thus, Hi™ i U¡= 0. Since it is clear that if g e G, diamA[g]<e, Part 1

is established.

Part 2. We now show that under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, Property S

implies weak shrinkability. Suppose then that G is a O-dimensional monotone

decomposition of an «-manifold, M. Let U be an open set containing //*, and e

a positive number. We may break U up into a countable number of mutually

disjoint open sets with compact closure which cover H* and satisfy all of the

conclusions of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.1. Let #" be this cover.

Although we shall work with a particular element, WeW, the same procedure

is to be used for each set of W. From the hypotheses of Theorem 4, there exists a

sequence of open sets, D[, D'2,... such that D[=> D'i + 1 and Ht" i D[ = H*. We let

Di = D'¡ n W. We shall obtain a homeomorphism, A, from M onto M such that

if g e HG and g<= W, then diam h[g]<e, and if x e M— W, h(x) = x.

LetB1=(J {ge HG : diamg^e andg<= W). Then B1 is compact. By Lemma4.1,

there exists an open set, Vu containing B1 such that (Bd V¡) n //*= 0, and Cl V1

cßj. Cl V1 is compact, and, thus, Property S implies there exists a space homeo-

morphism, Aj, shrinking the nondegenerate elements lying in Cl Vx to diameter

less than e, and which is the identity outside of Dx.

Let B2 = {J {ge HG : diamAJgJ^e and g<= IT}. Apply Lemma 4.1 to obtain

an open set, Z2, such that (1) Z2 => B2, (2) Cl Z2c B^ - Cl Kj, (3) (Bd Z2) n //<? = 0.

Let C2 = U {geHG : g^Z2 and diam g= 1/2}. Let A2 = B2U C2.

Let F2 be an open set with boundary disjoint from H* such that A2<^ F^Q V2

<=Z2. Since hx is uniformly continuous, there exists a space homeomorphism, A2,

such that

(1) for each gcCl V2, diam A2[g] <y2, where y2 is chosen small enough so that

diam AjAátg] < e,

(2) if x e M—Z2, h'2(x) = x.
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Denote hji2 by «2.

Continuing this process we obtain two sequences of open sets, {FJ and {ZJ,

and a sequence of homeomorphisms, {«¡}, with the property that for each positive

integer i:

(1) (Bd Vt) nH$=0 and (Bd Zl)nHg = 0,

(2) Z,=>ClZi + 1 andZi^Di,

(3) Vi^BiV Cu where

Bi = \J{geHG: diam «¡.Jg] £ e and g <= W)       (h0 = identity),

Ci = {J{geHG:g^Zi and diam g ^ l/i},

(4) for^UU Cl Vf, diam«i[g]<e,

(5) if xe M—Z(, hi(x) = hi_1(x).

Let « = Limit «¡. Let U1 = D1, and for i=2, 3,... let Ut=Zt. That the hypoth-

eses of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied by the sequences, {C/J and {«¡}, may now easily

be verified by duplicating the latter stages of the proof of Part 1. Thus, « is a homeo-

morphism from M onto itself which shrinks nondegenerate elements lying in W

to diameter of less than e, and is the identity outside of W. For each W' e if,

we find similar homeomorphisms, and then an application of Lemma 3.1 yields

the desired result.

Corollary 4.1. Suppose G is a locally shrinkable monotone decomposition of

an n-manifold, M, such that P[HG] is O-dimensional. Furthermore, assume that H*

is a Gô. Then M/G is homeomorphic to M.

Corollary 4.2. Suppose G is a O-dimensional monotone decomposition of an

n-manifold, M. Furthermore, assume that H* is a Gd, and that for each g e HG,

there exists a sequence, {Bf}, of n-cells such that for each positive integer i, (1) Bf+1

<=Int Bf, (2) nr=i Bf=g, and (3) (Bd Bf) n //*= 0.
Then M/G is homeomorphic to M.

Theorem 5. Suppose G is a monotone locally shrinkable decomposition of an

n-manifold, M, such that P[HG] is O-dimensional. Let G' be a decomposition of M

such that (1) Ha^HG and (2) H*. is a Gó. Then M/G' is homeomorphic to M.

Proof. By Corollary 4.1, we need only show that G' is locally shrinkable. Suppose

g e H& and g is contained in an open set, U. Since G is locally shrinkable and

g e Ha, jthere exists an open set Ug such that gc Ug<= U, and Ug satisfies the necessary

local shrinkability properties with respect to the decomposition, G. It is then

trivial to verify that Ug also satisfies the required shrinkability properties with

respect to G', and Theorem 5 is established.

Corollary 5.1. Suppose G is a O-dimensional cellular decomposition of a 3-

manifold, M, such that M/G is homeomorphic to M. Let G' be a decomposition of

M such that (1) HG^Ha and (2) //<?. is a G6. Then M/G' is homeomorphic to M.
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